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Aprile brand is a new proposition
of handles’ aesthetics.
By employing language of
a modern design it expresses
renascence of universal
beauty, return to harmonious
compositions and classical ratios.

Aprile’s handles are designed for people who seek original,
timeless, and balanced forms.
Materials of highest quality, advanced technological
processes, and experience of renowned worldwide producers
guarantee flawless execution of design and comfortable
usage of every single item with Aprile’s logo on it.

WWW.APRILE.PL
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The inspiration for creating the collection was a contrast between geometrical
world and a world of organic forms. An impact of rectangular and minimalistic
rosette and a shape that lies perfectly in a human hand. These projects are based
on harmonic conjunction of two worlds: geometric and organic, rugged and soft,
cold and warm.
Discreet form of a rosette allows uninhibited creation of handle’s sculptural form,
which malleably merges with a rosette into one object. A door handle is a difficult
thing to design for it affects both sense of eyesight and sense of touch equally.
That is why testing various prototypes, evaluating their appearance and utility
were such important part of the whole design process.

JAN KOCHAŃSKI
Wallpaper* Design Award, ŁDF Must Have Award and Mazda Design Award
winner, Designer of the year 2020 at International Fair Arena Design in Poznań,
assistant of Furniture Design Laboratory at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.
His artworks were displayed at exhibitions in: Milan, Frankfurt, Cologne, London,
Leipzig, Vienna, Paris, Budapest, Warsaw, Poznań, Łódź.
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APRILE GLADIOLA
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm
The most formally extensive handle from the collection refers to organic forms
from the world of nature. The gloss finish on the surface makes it seem as if it
was flowing. The sharp line between upper and lower parts adds feistiness to
the final effect.

polished chrome
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satin chrome

matt black
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APRILE LUPINA
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm
The goal for this handle was to design a delicate and light form which would fuse
together with a rectangular rosette. Straight line of the handle adds dynamism to
the composition. Oval interior makes the handle well adjusted for a hand.

polished chrome
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satin chrome

matt black
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APRILE PLUMERIA
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm
The idea behind this product was to create a simple, elegant yet firm handle.
Handle’s form seamlessly blends into the rectangular rosette, thus the
composition is minimalistic. Semi-circular finish and slightly rounded surface
cause the handle to be sensuous and warm.

polished chrome
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satin chrome

matt black
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In 2013 she started Studio Ganszyniec. In cooperation with world-renowned
producers she creates award-winning objects that are regularly shown on
recognised international exhibitions and sold worldwide. Her clients are, among
others, IKEA, DUKA, Comforty, Mute, Noti. Moreover she’s the owner and founder
of an independent furniture brand Nurt.
In her praxis she brings together visionary and reliable design – she always seeks
new possibilities within limits of strategic thinking. She cooperates with global
and local brands, focusing on objects orientated towards human beings and ecofriendly so that she can create and rearrange reality in which we exist.

MAJA GANSZYNIEC
Maja Ganszyniec is a designer with a comprehensive approach to a design
process. She was born in Silesia, studied interior design at Academy of Fine Arts
in Krakow, in 2008 she graduated from Royal College of Art in London.
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APRILE HIACYNTA
rosette R SLIM 5mm
Nowadays apartments in tenement houses are renovated with respect for their
original tissue. While working on Hiacynta we kept in our minds that exact spatial
context. Our goal was to create a door handle corresponding with eclectic spaces
full of antiques and touches of both retro and modern stylistics. Inspired by curvy
door handles from 20s and 30s we counterbalanced their decorativeness with
modern simplicity. As a result, Hiacynta is a soft, full and well suited for grabbing
form offset by a precise cut.
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polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold

matt gold

copper
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APRILE SALICE
rosette Q SLIM 5mm
Minimalistic interiors lacking decorations are characterised by quite subtle
detail. Salice handle is built on firm, explicit geometry, corresponding with
simplicity of a modern door. Bare, at first glance, handle is full of nuisances –
it is characterised by a curved front edge and softening of all the edges. Thanks
to contoured back area it lies well in the hand . All those details constitute
a timeless handle – universal and unique.
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polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold

matt gold

copper
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APRILE FUNKIA
rosette R SLIM 7mm
Behind the Funkia handle is a search for a universal, neutral handle that would
fit perfectly into both classical and modern interiors. Curved over the entire
length, soft on both sides form makes the handle pleasurable to use. Funkia
may be embedded on a square or round rosette. Round rosette corresponds with
softness of the handle, creates a subtle proposition for classic frame door in
eclectic spaces.

polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold
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APRILE FUNKIA
rosette Q SLIM 7mm
Square rosette contrasts with a soft form of the handle and adds firm, geometrical
quality. This proposition goes perfectly with modern, elegant architecture.
Another feature that allows it to specify the product is its colour. Gold and copper
finishes suit the softness of the rosette, polished and satin chrome go well with
square rosette, while black finish brings out the form of both variants, being the
most universal and modern configuration of Funkia.

polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold
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He designs for companies including Moroso, Noti, Comforty, Paged, Ghidini,
Cappellini, Profim, Ideal Standard, Siemens, Heineken and Ikea.
Since 2010 he has also been creative director for leading Polish brands. He also
works with cultural institutions, including The Adam Mickiewicz Institute, Polish
National Opera, The Museum of the History of the Polish Jews, BOZAR, Zachęta,
The Frederic Chopin Museum, The National Museum, and the Polish Culture
Institute. He was the architect of the Polish Presidency of the EU Council. Many
of his projects are presented in the permanent exhibition of the National Museum
in Warsaw. In 2015 he established the brand TRE Product, and since 2016 he
has been developing the interdisciplinary platform Design Nature and the creative
campus Sobole.

TOMEK RYGALIK
Designer, curator, and educator with a Ph.D. He studied architecture at the
Technical University of Łódź, and graduated in Industrial Design from the Pratt
Institute in New York. After graduating from the Royal College of Art, he joined
the RCA staff as a Research Associate. In 2006 he established Studio Rygalik.
He is a professor and Head of Graduate Studies at the Design Department of the
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.
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APRILE LIRA
rosette R SLIM 5mm
Lira is constituted by a soft and precise geometry allowing for an ergonomic grip.
The handle subtly narrows in a direction of the grip of which edges are rounded.
That allows the handle to lie well in hands of every size. Lira is available in
6 meticulously chosen colours.

chrom polerowany
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polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold

matt gold

copper
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APRILE SETIA
rosette Q SLIM 5mm
Setia is a simple, elegant yet modern and incisive handle. Round geometry
of the handle narrows harmoniously into a precise line of the grip. Setia, available
in 6 colours, was designed with conscientiousness and care for the smallest
detail. Thanks to that it is compatible with a square rosette.
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polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold

matt gold

copper
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APRILE ARIA
rosette R SLIM 5mm
Aria is a timeless handle characterised by universal shape and simplicity.
Scrupulously refined geometrical line of the handle lies perfectly in every hand
surprising it with ergonomic and soft form. Aria is available in 6 colours that
allow to adjust it to any space.
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polished chrome

satin chrome

matt black

gold

matt gold

copper
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APRILE GLADIOLA
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm

APRILE SALICE
rosette Q SLIM 5mm
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APRILE SETIA
rosette Q SLIM 5mm
5
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Enger company is a producer and a general distributor of door handles and
accessories by brands APRILE, STILE and STERK. Since 1996 the company follows
trends of the interior design world advertising functional projects accordingly to
expectations and needs of European clients.
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APRILE ARIA
rosette R SLIM 5mm
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Funder of the company, Robert Kwiecień, and an adept team of experts are
passionate people who stand out due to their maverick thinking. While working
diligently they establish durable relations with European interior design saloons,
showrooms, producers of woodwork, investors and architects. Observation and
analysis of fast changing expectations of European consumers towards design of
door fittings were the reason for redefining company’s purpose. The key pillar of
new strategy has become direct cooperation with renowned European designers
who create unique and unrepeatable stencils for our collections making use of the
funder’s knowledge and experience.
We invite you to cooperation.

WWW.ENGER.PL
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Producer
ENGER Robert Kwiecień
ul. Zagrody 25, 32-200 Miechów
+48 41 389 01 03
WWW.ENGER.PL
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